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What aim of this poster?
I’m fascinated by words as well as numbers. And with JMP13’s
new Text Explorer, I’ve a chance to look at both. I used Text 
Explorer to look at some of the leading works of all time to 
see if there is something that they tell us about the author or 
their writing. 

What is text mining?
An estimated 80% of data is stored as text.

Text mining is the process of finding and exploiting useful 
patterns in text data.

Text mining lexicon
• Term: character string separated by space or punctuation
• Tokenisation: turning words into Terms
• Stop Words: literally stop using the word in the analysis
• Stemming: categorising words with the same beginning
• Word pairs and phrases: some relationship between words 

is important (eg The Who)
• Document: itself! (a collection of words)
• Corpus: the collection of Documents being analysed

Sources of text
• Emails from customers
• Notes from customer service, maintenance engineers, 

doctors, nurses
• Transcriptions, eg of customer service calls
• News articles
• Professional reports and journals
• And… books!
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Which books?
Greatest books survey of surveys:
http://thegreatestbooks.org/
Sourced from Project Gutenberg
https://www.gutenberg.org/

Cleansing the data
Parse the data into Terms 
• Bag of Words approach (converts Document into Terms)
• Regular expressions to parse text documents
Recoding to deal with spelling errors 
Reducing words in Documents:
• Stop Words – literally “stop that word”
• Recoding to replace words with synonyms
• Stemming to capture words with similar stems

Accessing the data
Adsurgo Add-In (www.adsurgo.com) to access and cleanse:
• Extracts text from text files, pdf, Word, Powerpoint
• Removes non-alphanumeric, punctuation, numbers, email 

addresses
• Normalises data to lower case

http://thegreatestbooks.org/
https://www.gutenberg.org/
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Converting text to numbers
• Document summary including readability statistics
• Wordle or Word Cloud
• Document-Term Matrix
• Single-Value Decomposition (SVD): similar to PCA
• Naïve Bayesian Models: for classifying independent 

predictors
• Sentiment Analysis: how people feel about something

Where is text mining used?
• Classifying responses into codes
• Predicting customer response
• Maintenance planning
• Medical treatments
• Fraud detection
• Language translation
• Search engines

What I’ve learnt
Text mining follows same process as other mining
It has it’s own, unique lexicon
Requires similar documents
• The Document became the Corpus in this paper
• Readability stats probably more useful in this case
Useful where you want to find similarity between 
documents
• Used to prove Shakespeare is one person!
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#7 The Odyssey (Homer, 700 BC)

#5 Hamlet (Shakespeare, 1603) #2 Ulysses (Joyce, 1922)

#9 The Divine Comedy (Dante, 1320)


